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Unlike the two previous speakers, I didn’t know 
Tomas Björk personally

But I have been a fly on the wall:

• Tomas Björk and Bent Jesper Christensen 
starting consistent term structure modelling; 
live at Hindsgavl ’95

• Regime-switching with varying elegance; 
PhD-defense in Aarhus ’98

• Pointing with a Coke bottle; Cph.’98

• “Damir Filipovic checked 56 Lie bracket 
cases manually”; PhD-course, Aarhus ‘01
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Memento mori

Fischer Black is no longer alone

Every time I see a certain type of 
photo posted on social media, I 
think “Oh, no …”

But we live forever through our 
writings

Ragnar Norberg

Tomas Björk

Ole Barndorff-Nielsen

Stephen Ross

Peter Carr

Marc Yor

Mark Joshi

Mark Rubinstein

Mark Davis 

Marco Avellaneda

…
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Magnum opus

Arbitrage Theory in Continuous Time

1st edition ‘98, 4th edition ‘20

0th edition: Many claim midwifery,

• KTH

• KU-MATH

• ETH
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E pluribus unum

When I was a student (‘91-’99) we didn’t have Björk

Since ‘00 I/we have been teaching 2-3 courses a year 
based on it at KU-MATH 
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Cur ita bonum est?

Arrogant causality: We teach directly from it at KU-MATH 
– and we are very picky! (Case: Lando & Poulsen (2022), 
“Finance 1 and Beyond”) 

Generic praise: Lucid exposition; explains why, not just 
how; gives the reader intuition – yada-yada-yada
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/wc1f4pfo9f67nll/MotherFile_RunMe.pdf?dl=0


The brilliant thing: Continuous-time 

finance made easy – but not too easy

Some books, papers, online sources are 
d              deceptively simple; irreproducible 
argumentation, “This is trivial if you don’t think about it 
too carefully”, what is a function of what?  
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Highlights from The Good Book

Chapter 6 on portfolio dynamics. It is not as obvious as it 

seems that 𝑑𝑉𝜙 = 𝜙⊤ 𝑑𝑆 is the self-financing condition in 
continuous time. Causes confusion to this day

Chapters 7 and 8 that address and fix a potential circularity 
when deriving the Black-Scholes pricing PDE
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/xx63qoyklifouc7/Poulsen_PDF2_July21_proof.pdf?dl=0


Björk’s lemma

Helps us prove, construct, and 
analyse for instance

• HJM drift condition

• Musiela parametrization

• Cheyette Markovian 
representation

• Expectations hypotheses
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I also really like (plus shameless self-promotion)

How I learned to stop worrying and love the Dirac-𝜹-function
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/yfz5jerobvyux61/Bjork_ItoTanaka.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/p8ru6obi340u9v2/My%20Wilmott%20Collection.pdf?dl=0


New editions: Sacrilegious or the ultimate tribute?

Could/would we in this room do it? 
Possibly: Bourbaki-style; profits going 
to support of young finance scholars.

What would the family say? I guess 
OUP wouldn’t mind.
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